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Mindfulness meditation 
“technique encourages the practitioner to observe wandering thoughts as they drift through the mind. The intention is not to get involved with the thoughts or to judge them, but simply to be aware of each mental note as it arises. Mindfulness meditation is the practice of intentionally focusing on the present moment, accepting and non-judgmentally paying attention to the sensations, thoughts, and emotions that arise. This type of Meditation is an adaptation from traditional Buddhist meditation practices, especially Vipassana, but also having strong influence from other lineages such as the Vietnamese Zen Buddhism from the master Thich Nhat Hanh. “Mindfulness” is the common western translation for the Buddhist term sati. Anapanasati, “mindfulness of breathing”, is part of the Buddhist practice of Vipassana or insight meditation, and other Buddhist meditational practices, such as zazen.  Mindfulness meditation is the practice of intentionally focusing on the present moment, accepting and non-judgmentally paying attention to the sensations, thoughts, and emotions that arise.” healingenergytools.com Mindfulness is a form of meditation that urges practitioners to remain aware and present in the moment.

Rather than dwelling on the past or dreading the future, mindfulness encourages awareness of a person's existing surroundings. Crucial to this is a lack of judgment. So, rather than reflecting on the annoyance of a long wait, a practitioner will simply note the wait without judgment. (https://www.medicalnewstoday.com)
Zen Meditation
The practice of Zen meditation or Zazen is at the heart of the Zen Buddhist experience. Originally called Dhyana in India, Zen meditation is a very simple yet precise method of meditation, where the correct posture is imperative. The Room: Before starting your meditation, you need to find a quiet and peaceful place where you will not be disturbed. The room where you will practice in should not be too dark or too bright, too warm or too cold. There are different ways that you can practice Zen meditation. Traditionally, only the full lotus position or the half lotus position is used. If you lack flexibility, it is also possible, yet least recommended, to practice Zazen kneeling or to sit on a chair.

Zazen is practiced sitting on a zafu, a thick and round cushion, in the full lotus (Kekkafuza in Japanese) or half-lotus position (Hankafuza in Japanese). The purpose of this cushion is to elevate the hips, thus forcing the knees to be firmly rooted to the floor. This way, your Zazen will be a lot more stable and also comfortable. Additionally, you need to have a zabuton, which is a rectangular mat that is placed under the zafu to cushion the knees and legs. Traditionally in Zen, the eyes are kept open during meditation. This prevents the meditator from daydreaming or becoming drowsy. Without focusing on nothing in particular, direct your vision about one meter in front of you on the floor. Your eyes will naturally come to rest in a position that is half opened and half closed. When doing zazen in a soto dojo (meditation hall), the meditator sit facing a wall in order to avoid distracted by external movement. It is suggested to do the same at home. During zazen, it is normal to have images, thoughts and emotions coming up to the surface, appearing from the unconscious mind. Do not pursue them or fight escape from them. The more you try to get rid of them, the more attention you give them, and the stronger they become. Try not to attach to them. Just let them go without judgement, like clouds in the sky. So, as soon as you become aware that you are interacting or grasping on thoughts, immediately bring back your concentration to your posture and breathing; your mind will settle down naturally. With experience, you will have less and less thoughts during Zazen, and your mind will come to rest more easily and more quickly. (zen-buddhism.net)

Pranayama or Breath Yoga Meditation
Pranayama is a Sanskrit word meaning “extension of the prāṇa or breath” or “extension of the life force”. The word is composed from two Sanskrit words: prana meaning life force (noted particularly as the breath), and ayāma, to extend or draw out.  It is a yogic discipline with origins in ancient India. It is an excellent practice to calm the mind and prepare it for deeper meditation. There are several different types of Pranayama, but the simplest is the 4-4-4-4. This means breathing in counting up to 4, holding for 4 seconds, breathing out for 4 seconds, and holding empty for 4 seconds. Breathe through your nose, and let the abdomen be the one that moves. healingenergytools.com

Vedic Meditation 
Vedic Meditation is not a monastic practice. Meaning it wasn’t designed for people whose spiritual path involves detaching from society. This technique was developed 5,000 years ago in India by and for what they called “householders.” For people who are fully engaged in life. Multi-tasking people with hyperactive minds. People with jobs, relationships, families and stuff. In other words…people like you. To practice Vedic Meditation, you sit comfortably in a chair with your back supported and your eyes closed. You allow your mind to settle down to increasingly quieter levels of consciousness by utilizing the sound of a mantra. There is no focusing, concentrating or contemplating involved – and you don’t have to control the mind in any way. The technique feels natural, simple and effortless because you never have to ‘try’ to meditate. You never feel that you have to try to push thoughts away or concentrate on images. You won’t be reliant upon CDs, DVDs, or headphones in order to experience the deepest states of your awareness. You also won’t be asked to “think about this and now visualize that” to manufacture a good mood.  The time will often fly by, and over time you’ll learn to meditate almost anywhere, no matter how noisy or busy or bright it is. (vedicpathmeditation.com)

The ancient Rishis realized that man could find tremendous resources through the development of his consciousness and the Vedic Meditation technique is the result of thousands of years of research and investigation into the subtle inner workings of the mind, body and being.

Vedic meditation is a very effortless and natural form of meditation that you simply do sitting comfortably with your eyes closed—20 minutes in the morning, and 20 minutes in the evening.

With this technique you give the mind a medium or vehicle which allows it to go within. Because left to its own devices it would never do that. So rather than trying to focus the mind to make it settle down or to simply contemplate something, what we’re doing is we’re giving the mind a medium which allows it to do that. And what is that? A mantra.The mantras we use have no meaning whatsoever. They’re not verbs, nouns, adjectives. Your mind can’t associate anything to it. They’re just pure sounds, and these sounds are very mellifluous in nature. Mellifluous means ‘sweet-flowing.’ Why that’s significant is because when you meditate, you’re sitting comfortably in a chair, you close your eyes, and you begin to subtly think a mantra inside your mind. And what that mantra does is it stands out amongst the crowd of activity. And how active our minds are you just need to consider that, on average, we have somewhere between 60,000 to 80,000 thoughts in a day.

What the mantra does is it kind of causes your mind to gravitate towards it. Why this technique is effort less is because the mantras are doing all the work. You begin to silently repeat it inside your mind at this level, and the mantras have a nature that with each repetition they spontaneously get fainter. They get subtler, and they get finer. And what’s happening the whole time your mind is being lured inward more into subtler states of awareness, deeper levels of mind and consciousness. It’s actually the nature of the mind to want to transcend. It’s just never been actually presented with the possibility to do so. It just gets caught on the surface moving backward and forward in time. So the mantra actually leads the mind inward, and each time the mind moves inward it experiences bliss, contentment, satisfaction, satiety increasing, until your mind becomes so saturated in bliss that it does what we call transcending. It moved beyond thinking, thus to a state of pure being.(Gary Gorrow)

Ankh Meditation
Ankh Meditation is a practice using  the mantra “ankh ba”. This mantra can be translated “The soul lives”, meaning that the soul is a living reality that we are meant to experience here on earth, thereby bringing feelings of profound joy, aliveness and love into our daily life. To do the meditation, repeat the mantra “ankh ba” (either out loud or mentally) while simultaneously focusing your attention on the point midway between your eyebrows. If you can sense the chakra in this area, you will get somewhat better results by focusing on the chakra itself-however, it is enough to focus your attention on the surface of the skin midway between the eyebrows. If your attention wanders from either the mantra or the between-the-eyebrows point, then gently bring it back.The emphasis is on refocusing your attention, not trying to drive out other thoughts..To get the best results from this meditation, it is recommended that you do it at least 3 times per week. It is also suggested that you meditate for at least 20 minutes per time. Most people reach a point of diminishing returns after about 45 minutes, however it is safe to do the meditation for as long as you want because the energies that the meditation brings in will temporarily shut off if you start to overcharge yourself. (healingenergytools)

Transcendental meditation. With Transcendental meditation — or “TM” as it is often abbreviated — the aim is to transcend thought itself and experience a state of total awareness in which you are present, but not focusing on a particular object of thought. TM is a type of silent mantra meditation. Participants are assigned a one- or two-syllable mantra by an official instructor during a one-on-one introductory session. The practice involves sitting with one’s eyes closed for 20 minutes twice per day while silently repeating the mantra. (https://www.headspace.com)

Vipassana meditation. Vipassana, which means to see things as they really are, is one of India's most ancient techniques of meditation. It was rediscovered by Gotama Buddha more than 2500 years ago and was taught by him as a universal remedy for universal ills, i.e., an Art Of Living. This non-sectarian technique aims for the total eradication of mental impurities and the resultant highest happiness of full liberation.

Vipassana is a way of self-transformation through self-observation. It focuses on the deep interconnection between mind and body, which can be experienced directly by disciplined attention to the physical sensations that form the life of the body, and that continuously interconnect and condition the life of the mind. It is this observation-based, self-exploratory journey to the common root of mind and body that dissolves mental impurity, resulting in a balanced mind full of love and compassion. (https://www.dhamma.org)
Based on an ancient Indian tradition, this meditation invites you to use your concentration to intensely examine certain aspects of your existence with the intention of eventual transformation. Vipassana pushes us to find "insight into the true nature of reality," via contemplation of several key areas of human existence: "suffering, unsatisfactoriness,” “impermanence,” “non-self,” and “emptiness.” (https://www.headspace.com)

Sound bath meditation. 
This form uses singing bowls, gongs, and other instruments to create sound vibrations that help focus the mind and bring it into a more relaxed state. (https://www.headspace.com) Sound baths are done in a group setting. A group of people lie down while others play instruments near the bodies of the meditators. In a sound bath Participants simply relax and listen as the sounds guide them on a journey of self discovery and inner exploration. The result is deep relaxation and peace, expansion of consciousness, and an opening of the body’s energetic system. (https://sound-bath.com/)

Chakra Meditation
Chakras are are energy points of the subtle body, not the physical body, and as such, are the meeting points of the subtle (non-physical) energy channels called nadi. In Chakra Meditation the practitioner focuses on each of the seven chakras of the body, typically doing some visualizations and chanting a specific mantra for each chakra. Blocked or imbalanced chakras can result in uncomfortable physical and mental symptoms, but chakra meditation can help to bring all of them back into balance. A chakra meditation can be used to open the chakras or tune them. (https://insighttimer.com)

Qigong meditation. 
Qigong is a moving meditation. This is an ancient and powerful Chinese practice that involves harnessing energy in the body by allowing energy pathways — called “meridians” — to be open and fluid. Sending this energy inward during meditation is thought to help the body heal and function; sending the energy outward can help to heal another person. 
Meditation is one of the four fundamental components of Qigong along with movement/posture, self-massage, and breathing. Qigong (and it's most popular moving form, Tai Chi) is an ancient practice in a new category of exercise called "moving meditation". Meditation in combination with breathing and slow, gentle movements (although there are many forms of Qigong that do not involve movement) affects humans physically and psychologically through relaxation techniques which reduce stress through modulation of the autonomic nervous system. The practice has a proven effect upon quality of life, self-esteem, relationships, the ability to recognize and handle stress, pain relief, blood pressure, cardiovascular health, and more 

(https://www.qigonginstitute.org)

